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1-CONCEPT / PLOT COMPARISON 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

 TERRA INCOGNITA AVATAR 

PREMISE 
 

Terra Incognita was animated as a computer generated 
action adventure depicting a world in the future with 
events and elements that shape a story combining 
mythology, ancient astronomy and legends. With a classic 
hero’s quest to explore different cultures and actual 
mythological figures Terra Incognita is an adventure as 
well as a story with a message. 

Avatar is animated with computer-generated characters 
by using motion-capture animation technology. Taken 
from Wikipedia, Avatar is an old-fashioned jungle 
adventure [set in the future] with an environmental 
conscience [that] aspires to a mythic level of storytelling. 

STORYLINE 
 

The film is set in the future on a distant blue Earth-like 
planet, Terra Incognita. Earth's existence is threatened. 
Astronauts, scientists, and the military were sent to the 
planet to acquire Intel and to mine the planet's reserves for 
a precious mineral. The indigenous people resist the 
colonists' expansion, which threatens the continued 
existence of the people and their ecosystem. 
 
“...you had come looking for treasure, and here..on Innead 
there is no greater treasure than ergonite” 
Terra Incognita  pg. 72 

The film is set in the future on a distant blue Earth-like 
planet, Pandora. Earth's existence is threatened. 
Astronauts, scientists and the military were sent to the 
planet to acquire Intel and to mine the planet's reserves 
for a precious mineral. The Na'vi — a race of indigenous 
humanoids — resist the colonists' expansion, which 
threatens the continued existence of the Na'vi and the 
Pandoran ecosystem. 
 
“...This is why we're here. Unobtanium. Because this 
little gray rock sells for twenty million a kilo.” 
Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 16 

PLANETARY LIFE 
 

The indigenous people, plant life and animal life are 
philosophically and biologically intertwined. They believe 
in respect of mother earth and that all of the planet and 
animal life are connected. The indigenous people 
communicate with the animals and nature, believing all 
are equal.  

The indigenous people, plant life and animal life are 
philosophically and biologically intertwined. They 
believe in respect of mother earth and that all of the 
planet and animal life are connected. The indigenous 
people communicate with the animals and nature, 
believing all are equal.  

PLANETARY 
COMPOSITION 
 

Terra Incognita appears dark blue. “look to the blue to 
discover all that you shall ever need” Terra Incognita pg 69  
“ and it looked blue from earth” Terra Incognita pg 70. 
“Now it all makes sense that Terra Incognita appears dark 
blue because of the orgonite” Terra Incognita  203 

“A blue and surprisingly Earth-like world called 
PANDORA. The ship dwindles to a speck against the 
BLUE MOON”. “Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 6 
 
 

 
Terra Incognita has a magnetic source that affects 
transmissions of earthling’s technology. 
 
“... that the loss of contact could be related to the strange 
magnetic readings that NASA has analyzed previously. 
Professor Morph surmises that Terra's heat and light 
sources are magnetically generated from within thus 
creating a magnetic barrier that disrupts radar 
transmissions of any sort.” 
Terra Incognita  pg 204 

Pandora has a magnetic source that affects 
transmissions of earthling’s technology. 
 
Grace “See these magnetic formations. We're getting 
close.”Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 57 
 
Trudy “Yeah we are. Look at my instruments on the 
dash, many of the displays are fritzing out.” 
“Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 57 
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1-CONCEPT / PLOT COMPARISON 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES (continued) 

 TERRA INCOGNITA AVATAR 

TREE FOCAL 
POINT 
 

The indigenous people and their environment are 
supported from the energy of the Life Tree. 
Collective memories of the indigenous people are 
contained within the Twig/Forked Stick. 
 
“It is called the [Forked Stick/twig]. It is sacred to our 
people. Within it are contained our collective memories. 
When memories fade despair takes root. The [Forked 
Stick/twig] helps us retain hope.” 
Terra Incognita pg. 72  and pg73 
 

The indigenous people communicate with their 
environment and are strongly connected through the 
Well of Souls and Hometree. Collective memories of the 
indigenous people are contained within the tree 
branches. 
“That’s more connections than the human brain. 
You get it? It’s a network --a global network. And the 
Na'vi can access it -- they can upload and download 
data --memories –”Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 102 
 

“the shadow in the middle of the ocean is closer now and 
we can see it’s an enormous tree, the width of a city block 
and so tall its branches disappear into the sky.” Terra 
Incognita pg. 99 
 

“Hometree is 250 meters tall, with a trunk four times 
the diameter of the largest Sequoia, and a base of 
massive mangrove-pillars.” 
“Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 44 
 

“Only the pure of heart may remove it from its place in the 
planet centre. Thus it is untouchable by anyone except the 
one who has fulfilled the prophecies” pg Terra Incognita 
166. 

“NEYTIRI 
Atokirina'. Seeds of the Great Tree-very 
pure spirits.”Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 43 
 

 The military and scientists are exploring the planet for the 
main purpose of extracting a valuable mineral. 
 

The military and scientists are exploring the planet for 
the main purpose of extracting a valuable mineral. 

 Matthew learns that here they call the blue ergon.  
It is the core of their planet and provides all light and heat. 
It is found within the Life Tree which stands at the planet's 
center. This ergonite must be really valuable!”  Terra 
Incognita pg. 160 
 

“ Their damn village is sitting right over the richest 
unobtarium deposit for a hundred klicks in any 
direction”Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 52 
 

MAIN PURPOSE 
OF PLANETARY 
EXPLORATION 
IS TO EXTRACT 
A VALUABLE 
MINERAL 

 
“It's the perfect source of heat and light. It comes from 
deep within the heart of our planet, from the roots of the 
Life Tree.” Terra Incognita  pg. 76 
 

“JAKE (V.O.) 
Yeah, so what does hold them up? Grace explained it to 
me -- some kind of maglev effect because unobtanium is 
a superconductor, or something. At least somebody 
understands it. Just not me.”Avatar 2007 Screenplay Pg 
58 

TAKE A FORM OF 
ANOTHER BODY 
 

the serpent like statue that Matthew kept in his pocket that 
comes to life as Quetzlcoatl to protect Matthew. 
Quetzlcoatl has two different body formations: one Native 
African style, the second Is Flying Dragon,Terra Incognita  
pg 262 and pg 258 

reincarnation of Jake to become 
one of the Avatar people 
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1-CONCEPT / PLOT COMPARISON 

SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES (continued) 

MINERAL AND 
TREE 
 

 
 
 
“This ergon material can only be gathered by the Seers 
(small band of men and women who have a gift of seeing 
ergon)” Terra Incognita pg 160. 

“QUARITCH 
Looks good. 
(to Jake) 
I need you to learn about these savages, 
gain their trust. Find out how I can 
force their cooperation, or hit ‘em hard 
if they don’t. Maybe you can keep some 
of my boys from going home like you. Or 
bagged-and-tagged.” Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg 25 

SUSPICION 
 

 
Ophir and the Terra Incognita Clan view Matthew with 
suspicion at the beginning. 
“YUSHIN 
-Not a messenger after all. But 
another come to steal our ergonite!” Terra 
Incognita Pg 70 
“Neither is precocious daughter Ophir who 
views Matthew suspiciously.” Terra Incognita 
Pg 160 

 
Neytiri sees Jake and his friend with suspicion 
in the beginning as well 
“Why do you bring this creature here? 
Neytiri addresses Eytukan in Na'vi. 
NEYTIRI 
(subtitled) 
I was going to kill him, but there was a sign 
from Eywa.” Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg 45 

MEMORIES 
 

 
"It's Forked Stick, called the Pacal. It is sacred to our 
people. Within it are contained the collective memories." 
The Pacal is a Forked Stick from a tree. 
Terra Incognita pg 72 and pg 73: 

“GRACE 
That’s more connections than the human 
brain. You get it? It’s a network -- a 
global network. And the Na’vi can access 
it -- they can upload and download data -- 
memories -- at sites like the one you 
destroyed.” Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg 101 
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2-MAIN CHARACTERS SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES COMPARISON 

PRINCESS 
 

The princess is the daughter of the ruler of  
Terra Incognita. She very much likes the protagonist. She 
is quick-tempered, intelligent, communicates with the 
animals, makes animal sounds and stalks like a panther. 

The princess is the daughter of the ruler of  
Pandora. She falls in love with the protagonist. She is 
quick-tempered, intelligent, communicates with the 
animals, makes animal sounds and stalks like a panther. 

PROTAGONIST 
 

Protagonist comes to the distant planet, falls for the 
princess and helps her to save her people from the 
colonists seeking to destroy them. Protagonist has to 
undergo a series of tests to prove himself to the 
indigenous people. He uses the powers from the 
legendary serpent god to aid him in his quest.  

Protagonist comes to the distant planet, falls in love with 
the princess and helps her to save her people from the 
colonists seeking to destroy them. Protagonist has to 
undergo a series of tests to prove himself to the 
indigenous people. He uses the powers from the 
legendary Leonopteryx to aid him in his quest. 

COLONEL 
LIEUTENANT 
 

The Lieutenant is part of a military organization who is 
assigned to monitor the NASA Space Program. He is a 
strong, well-built soldier with scars across his hairlines. He 
tries everything possible to thwart the protagonist, the 
scientists and the Terra Incognita indigenous people. 

The Colonel is part of a military organization who is 
assigned to work alongside the AVATAR Program. He is 
a strong, well-built soldier with scars across his hairlines. 
He tries everything possible to thwart the protagonist, 
the scientists and the Pandora indigenous people. 

CONCEPT STORY 
CHARACTERS 
 

Terra Incognita's main characters are the military, the 
scientists, the princess, the protagonist, the princess' 
parents, the indigenous people, the princess' evil uncle, 
the legendary serpent god that the protagonist uses and 
the animals which are mixes of two known earth animal 
species. 

Pandora's main characters are the military, the 
scientists, the princess, the protagonist, the princess' 
parents, the indigenous people, the princess' suitor, the 
legendary Leonopteryx that the protagonist uses and 
the animals which are mixes of two known earth animal 
species. 
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3-CONCEPT SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 
Each of the following Terra Incognita quotes  
or statements, describe both Terra Incognita & Avatar  
•"The basic concept is to create a community that is similar to earth people in many 
ways but is different in ways that stretches our imaginations & questions our 
values” Terra Incognita pg 7 

•"Our aim here is to learn respect for other creatures through understanding, 
similarly to value the environment, or the habitats in which animals live” Terra 
Incognita pg 19  

•It is mentioned in the script, that Terra Incognita is to be realistic, using computer 
animation, to capture the audience.  

"This Particular concept only works if done as real-not cartoons” Terra Incognita pg 9 

These four points are important to the concept of Terra Incognita, which becomes 
evident in Avatar. 
•"Racism does not exist in their world” Terra Incognita pg 195 

•"The astronauts found meadows, rivers, lakes and forests like on earth but they 
noticed everything more clean & lush & waters full of fish” Terra Incognita pg10 

•"The energy source, called orgonite, is known to have been in short supply on 
terra, as an evil god secretly removed this substance to another planet” Terra 
Incognita pg 202 
•"Heat & light source magnetically generated from within, thus creating a magnetic 
barrier that disrupts radar transmissions of any sort” Terra Incognita pg 204 
•Both the planets, Pandora (Avatar) and Terra Incognita are blue planets Terra 
Incognita Pg 203 
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4-BUILDING BLOCK SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES  

Sacred tree with mineral deposits underneath 

• Terra Incognita – Life Tree, with orgonite underneath 
• Avatar – Home tree, with unobtanium underneath 

 

Screenshot of Avatar’s “home tree” being analyzed for destruction in order to mine minerals underneath 

 

 Terra Incognita Avatar 
Life Tree Home Tree 
Orgonite energy mineral Unobtanium energy mineral 
Mineral Deposits underneath Tree Mineral Deposits underneath Tree 
 
“ The ergonite must be really valuable”It’s 
the perfect source of heat and light. It comes 
from within the heart of our planet, from 
the roots of the Life Tree”. Terra Incognita 
Pg 76 

 “This is why we're here. Mineral. Because 
this little gray rock sells for twenty million a 
kilo. No other reason. This is what pays for 
the party.”  
“Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 16 
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5-ARMY OFFICERS’ SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 
Lieutenant Deming:  
Terra Incognita 

Colonel Miles Quaritch :  
Avatar 

1•"Lt Deming is a member of a secret   
military organization who's assigned to monitor 
the NASA space program” Terra Incognita pg 
196  
 

1•Part of military space program 
 

2• "At 35 he is a strong, well built soldier who 
stands over 6 feet 5 inches& has no sense of 
humor & takes trivial matters seriously” Terra 
Incognita pg 196  
 

2•Very serious, strong, well built soldier 
 

3•"Deming often thwarts the heroes efforts by 
coming in guns blazing & weapons of mass 
destruction at the ready. Though they are both 
on same side, Deming’s patronizing attitude 
toward Mathew and his gang, and his refusal to 
listen to the histories of the conflicts makes him 
an antagonist figure" 
 

3•Thwarts heroes efforts by coming in guns 
blazing, Antagonist to main characters 
 

4• "he sees Mathew and Prof. Pyre as dreamers 
& considers them especially to be a menace to 
his own plans to save earth & does everything 
possible to thwart prof. Pyre, Matt & his friends 
from Terra who he believes are enemies of 
earth” Terra Incognita pg 196 
 

4• “QUARITCH, panting, glowers at Jake. 
QUARITCH 
How does it feel to betray your own race? 
“Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg. 146 

5•"Hard nosed Soldier who believes all battles 
are fought with weapons" 

5•Hard nosed Soldier who believes all battles 
are fought with weapons 
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5-ARMY OFFICERS’ SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 
Terra Incognita - Lt Deming Avatar - Col. Miles Quaritch 

 
Strong Face features: Look at the side hair channels  

Strong Face features: Look at the side hair channels or scars 
Terra Incognita - Lt Deming Avatar - Col. Miles Quaritch 

 

• Army officer  • Army officer 
• Strong face features • Strong body build 
• Hair channels • Hair channels scars 
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5-ARMY OFFICERS’ SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

 
Lieutenant Deming: Terra Incognita 
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Colonel Miles Quaritch : Avatar 
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Lieutenant Deming: 

Terra Incognita 
Colonel Miles Quaritch : Avatar 

 

  
  

 
• Tatoo on the arm,  
• Scars on the right arm 

 
Tatoo on the arm 
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6- EYES, EARS , BRAIDES, TAILS, FACIAL SKIN SPOTS, FLAT NOSE 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

Avatar has taken various visual characters features from 
Terra Incognita and created the Avatar Neytiri and Jake. 
Below are the samples. 
 

 
Riva: Eyes 

 
Neytiri Eyes 

  

 

Flat Nose 
 

Flat Nose  
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Tip of the Nose 
 

Tip of the Nose  
  

 

Teeth 
 

Teeth  
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Mohican hair and ears Mohican hair and ears 
 

 

Facial Skin Spots 
 

Facial Skin Spots 
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Braid Braid 
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Tail Tail 
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Green coloration around pupils  
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Green coloration around pupils  
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7-OPHIR VS NEYTIRI SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

Ophir : Terra Incognita 
1•Daughter of clan leader 
2•"She can be quick tempered, 
impatient and defiant, she is also very 
intelligent and caring” Terra Incognita 
pg 197 
3•"Caucasian and African Features” 
Terra Incognita pg 197 
4•"Living with the animals, Ophir has 
learned to stalk like a panther, climb 
like a cat, make animal sounds, and 
run like a gazelle” Terra Incognita pg 
197 
5•The skin is patterned with artistic 
patches that form regular , repeated 
and almost continuous patterns  
6•: The older boys will be able to 
identify and enjoy the adventures and 
boobs” Terra Incognita pg 37 
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Neytiri: Avatar 

 

1•Daughter of clan leader 
2•Quick tempered, impatient and 
defiant, she is also very intelligent 
and caring 
3•African features 
4•Neytiri  
“ECU -- TWO GOLDEN EYES. bright 
in the shadows. DOWNANGLE as 
Jake passes under a tree limb. 
Invisible to him, draped on the 
limb like a leopard, is a striking 
NA'VI GIRL. She watches, only her 
eyes moving. She is lithe as a cat, 
with a long neck, muscular 
shoulders, and nubile breasts. 
“Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg 35 
”NEYTIRI 
Rrreeyaaah! Hyaaaah!!..... 
.....They bound away through the 
foliage as she SHOUTS after them-- 
NEYTIRI” 
Raaaarrrr! “Avatar 2007 
Screenplay pg 38 
5• The skin is patterned with artistic 
patches that form regular , repeated 
and almost continuous patterns  

6• “ nubile breasts. “Avatar 2007 
Screenplay pg 35 
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8-TERRA INCOGNITA –ZABOON VS AVATAR – JAKE SULLY 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

Terra Incognita -Zaboon 
• Strong muscle body, 
• ears, 
• hair braids 
• bluish redish skin colour 

Avatar – Jake Sully 
• Strong muscle body, 
• ears, 
• hair braids 
• bluish skin colour 
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9 MAIN PROTAGONIST CHARACTERS 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

Terra Incognita - Matt Avatar - Jake Sully 

 
 

1•Leaves earth on a special mission to 
another planet 

1•Leaves earth on a special mission to another 
planet 

2•Befriends daughter of the clan leader and 
admires her 

2•Befriends daughter of clan leader and falls in love 
 

3•"He meets Ophir, daughter of Yushin, the 
ruler of Terra Incognita, together they 
embark on many adventures” Terra 
Incognita pg 196 

3•He meets Neytiri, daughter of Eytukan, the ruler 
of the Omaticaya, together they embark on many 
adventures 
 

4•"The final prophecy shows Mathews life 
sacrificed saving the planet" T.I. pg 167 
"then before their eyes, the ashes roll into a 
ball and the ball becomes a boy, and the boy 
is Mathew. He is cleansed by fire and 
reborn.” Terra Incognita pg 169 

4•After fighting off the humans, saving the planet, 
his human body dies and he is reborn in avatar 
body at the end of movie 
 

5• Mathew has a dragon - Quetzalcoatl 
 

5• Jake has a dragon – “Last Shadow” 

6• Mathews scientist father, named Jake, was sent 
to an alien planet by the NASA space program to 
gather orgonite, which is key to save earth from 
impending disaster. Jake was a significant 
investment for the NASA space program because 
he was a trained astronaut & the first to visit Terra 
Incognita, but he went missing. So Mathew, 
completely inexperienced in his father’s field, took 
his place. 
 

6• Jakes scientist brother, named Tommy, was going to be 
sent to an alien planet for the Avatar program, which is an 
offshoot of the R.D.A. , who’s main mission is to mine 
unobtanium , to save earth from its energy crisis. Tommy 
was a "significant investment" of the Avatar program 
because he had years of training for it, but he was 
murdered. So Jake, completely inexperienced in his 
brother’s field, took his place. 
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10 MAIN SCIENTISTS CHARACTERS 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

Terra Incognita: Morpheus Pyre Avatar: Dr Grace Augustine 

 
 

3•Scientist character 
 

3•Scientist character 
 

4•" Morpheus Pyre, age 53 is a world renowned 
archeologist and scientist, and is a consultant for 
the NASA space program.” 
 

4•Dr Grace Augustine, 50 years old, is a world 
renowned author of a comprehensive book on 
Pandora's plants and a xenobotanist, and is in 
charge of the Avatar Program.  
 

5•"Pyre is often in trouble with the management of 
space program, however is well respected” Terra 
Incognita pg 196 
 

5•She is often at odds with the management of the 
AVATAR program, however is still well respected. 
 

6•Surrogate father to Mathew 
 6•Mothering to Jake 

7•jailed by Lt. Deming  7•jailed by Colonel Miles 
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11-ANIMALS SPECIES CROSSINGS 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

Cat face and eyes and monkey body and 
hands  

Dog’s body, reptile teeth, monkey hands   

Terra Incognita – Riva Avatar - Thanator 

Cat face and eyes and monkey body and hands 

 
 
 

Dog’s body, reptile teeth, monkey hands 

1•"A massive black panther like creature 
which nearly vanquishes Mathew on 
Terra” Terra Incognita pg 181  
 

1•A massive black panther like creature which nearly 
vanquishes Jake on Pandora 
 

2•"A hissing disturbs them. Down jumps a 
huge black panther-like creature. This is 
Riva.” Terra Incognita pg 162 

2•In Avatar, in the scene where Jake thinks he scares a 
Hammerhead Titanothere, a hissing disturbs them, and 
down jumps a huge black panther-like creature. The 
Thanator. 

3•Later on Riva becomes an ally 
 

3•Later on the Thanator becomes an ally 
 

4•"Riva is virtually indestructible" 4•The Thanator is unharmed by bullets 
5•"Riva starts to untie the vines at frantic 
speed, then having no luck, starts to gnaw, 
her teeth do the work in seconds and vines 
snap” Terra Incognita pg 136 and Pg 254 
you will see black panther. 

5•The scene where the Thanator chases Jake, it starts to 
untie vines at frantic speed trying to get at Jake hiding 
underneath, then having no luck, starts to gnaw, its teeth 
do the work in seconds and the vines snap like twigs. 
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11-ANIMALS SPECIES CROSSINGS 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 
Terra Incognita –Zabboon Avatar - Hammerhead 

 
 

Elephant face and bear body 

 
Elephant body and Hammerhead shark 

Terra Incognita Pg 258- Flying 
Dragon  

Avatar - Banshee 

 
Flying dragon body and serpent head 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Reptile head and flying bat body 
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12- AFRICAN FEATURES 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

Necklace, Feathers, African features 
Terra Incognita –Quetzalcoatl, 
Native Indian Chief 
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12- AFRICAN FEATURES  
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES (continued) 

Necklace, Feathers, African features 
Avatar –Eytucan Chief 
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13- DRAGON, COLOURS AND TEXTURES 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

 
Terra Incognita - Flying 

Dragon Pg 257 

 
Avatar – Banshee 

 Trog: 
Colour Texture   

Terra Incognita pg 278 

 
Colour Texture 
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14-OTHER DETAILED SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 
•Third eye symbolism & telepathy  
The third eye symbolizes consciousness. It is believed in cultures around the world once it’s opened, 
telepathy and other psychic abilities are activated.  
In Terra Incognita, Mathew communicates telepathically with Quetzalcoatl. 
In Avatar the Na'vi communicate telepathically with each other, animals and trees, through “the bond”. 
 

 
Terra Incognita 

 

 
Avatar 
 

15- NAMES SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 
 Names: Jake, Nefrit, Pangorilla, Ikhn Names: Jake, Neytiri, Pandora, Ikran 
  

 

16-LANGUAGE SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

 “ Our language, like our appearance is a blend of several languages; Chinese, English, 
Arabic, Russaian, Indian and bits of others. I was teacher of languages , before I became 
mayor, so I can speak pure English” Terra Incognita pg 12 and pg 13 
They change their strange language to English, telling him it is the simplest of their many 
dialects. Terra Incognita pg 158 
“NORM: I trained three years for this mission. I speak the language fluently (he points at Jake) 
He falls off the frickin' turnip truck and all of a sudden he's cultural ambassador!?”Avatar 2007 
Screenplay pg 59 

“Neytiri addresses Eytukan in Na'vi.”Avatar 2007 Screenplay pg45 
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17-DRAGON DETAILED SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 
On side of the "dragon warship" in Avatar, it's the same dragon as 
Quetzalcoatl from Terra Incognita 
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18-COLLECTIVE MEMORIES 
SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 

Terra Incognita -Orgonite  

 "The orgonite is being shipped from Terra to the god of gold on another 
planet". 

Avatar -Unobtanium 

Unobtanium is being shipped from Pandora to another planet, Earth. 

Screenshot of Avatar’s unobtanium 

 

 

Terra Incognita -Ophir shows Mathew the memories of her people 

"She reaches into her robes and pulls out a forked stick”it’s called the pacal. It is sacred to our people. 
Within it are contained our collective memories.” Terra Incognita pg 72 and pg 73 

Avatar - Neytiri shows Jake the memories of her people 

Neytiri shows Jake the tree of voices, which contain the voices of her ancestors 
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19-ENVIRONMENTAL SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITIES 
 

• "The trees rise above them like gnarled sky scrapers, a mass of twisted 
limbs & vines. The whole forest is a monochrome of darkness” Terra 
Incognita pg 82 

• HOMETREE is 250 meters tall, with a trunk four times the diameter of 
the largest Sequoia, and a base of massive mangrove-pillars. Avatar Pg 44 

• A small meadow among towering trees Avatar Pg 28 
 

Screen shot of Avatar forest 
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•"we can see it’s an enormous tree, the width of a city block, and so tall its 
branches disappear into the night sky” Terra Incognita pg 99 

HOMETREE, like a gothic cathedral overhead. Sunlight streams down 
through gaps in the towering vault.  Avatar pg 54 

 
Screenshot of home tree from Avatar 

 
Screen shot of Avatar's Jake walking through forest at night 

 

 •"where ever Mathew has been, the trees walls have lit up & the whole 
area is being suffused with a blue light” Terra Incognita pg 137 
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•"The orgonite energy source gives off a strong glowing light” Terra 
Incognita pg 205  
 
• Jake is amazed at the size of HOMETREE inside. By the light of the 
COOK-FIRES he can see up into a vast cylindrical gallery -- a living 
cathedral. Avatar pg 45: 
 

Screen shot of tree of souls from Avatar 

 

 

"On Selfridge’s desk is a magnetic base, and hovering in midair, in the 
invisible field, is a lump of METALLIC ROCK. Pure UNOBTANIUM. He 
grabs it and holds it up between thumb and forefinger, in front of 
Grace’s eyes. .”Avatar 2007 Screenplay Pg 16 
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This is not  
coincidence  
This is not  

divine intervention. 
Emil Malak 


